We show that. quantum feedback control can be used a s a quantum error correction process for errors indiiced by wcak continuous measurement. In particular, when the crror model is restricted to one, perfectly measured, error channel per physical qubit, quantum feedback can act to perfectly protect a st.abilizer codespace. Using the stabilizer formalisin we derive an explicit scheme, involving feedback and an additional constant Hamiltonian, to protect an ( n -1)-qubit logical state encoded in 7~ physical qubits. This works for both Poisson (jump) and white-noise (diffusion) measurement processes.
t,um fccdback. In the usual picturc i f quantum error correction, projective ineasureinents are performed to acquire an error syndrome. A unitary operation chosen based on the results of t,he projectivt: metsurements is then applied to correct for the error.
Quantum feedback control, on the other hand, uses the tools of continuous measurements and boundedstrength Hamiltonian feedback. The parameter to be controlled is typically the strength of the Hamiltonian feedback, which is conditioned on the result of the continuous measurements Quantum error correction and quantum feedback both rely on performing operations that are condtioned on the result of some measurement on the system, which suggests that exploring the links between these two techniques is of some interest. Such exploration is useful in that it adds to our understanding of both these processes, and it may lead to new insights into future protocols and experimental implementations. In particular, this work provides an alternate avenue for examining the situation of correcting for a specific error process, such as spontaneous ernision, at the expense of correcting fewer general errors.
An additional motivation for considering the union of these techniques is t o examine what is possible
with different physical tools: in particular, continuous measurements and bounded-strength Hamiltouians instead of the projective measurements and fast unitary gates generally assumed by discrete quaiiturn error correction. \?' e will make an additional assumption not considered in previous work, which presupposed that classical processing of phot~ocur- shown that if -I is not an element of S, the subspace stabilized is non-t,rivial, and the dirnension of C(S) is 2k; hence, we regard this systenl as encoding t qubits in n..
It is not hard to show that n -k generators sufice to describe the group S. The usua.1 protocol for stabilizer codes, which will be modified in what follows, starts with measuring these generators. This projection discretizes whatever error has occurred into one of 2n-k error syndromes labeled by the 2"-k possible outcomes of the stabilizer generator measurements. The information given by the stabilizer measurements about, what error syndrome has occurred is then used to apply a unitary recovery operator that returns the state to the codespace.
Here we will usc a modified version of this protocol. In particular, we will not measure stabilizer elements. Instead, we will assume that a limited class or errors occurs on the system and that t.hesc errors arc detectable: we know when an error has happened and what the error is. The correction back to the codespace can still he performed hy a unitary recovery operator based on the information from the error measurement. Fig. 1 shows the difference between the conventional protocol and our modified protocol I .
Quantum feedback
Quantum feedback provides a way t o analyze coiltinuous feedback mechanisms by considering the unraveliiig of master equations. In this section we will introduce some of the results of t,his formalisrn; for more details see (31.
We will assume that the change in the state of the system over a time interval dt due to its intcractiori with the environment can be described by a single jump operator c. By this we mean that jumps are represented by a Kraus operator 'ill = cv%, so tlitl!. 
A very difkent unraveling may be defined by first noting that given some complex number y = I~le''?
we may make the transformation c + c + y
and obtain the same master equation. As pointed out in [ 7 ] , a further complication is t.he nontrivial evolution of the state in the time between spontaneous emissions. From Sec. 2.2, this is described by the measurement operator
The non-unitary part of this evolution can be corrected by assuming a driving Hamiltonian of the form
This result can easily be seen by plugging (17) into (16) with a suitable rearrangement of terms:
and since IT -X S acts to annihilate the codespace, where (1, is the recovery operator for a spontaneous emission from qubit j . F'rom Sec. 2.2, these onit.aries can he a,chieved by the feedback Hamiltonian where N j ( t ) is the spontaneous emission count for quhit j , and Uj = e x p -i & ) . Here, we can see from the simple form of (15) that Vj can be chosen as proportional to CJ~. Since ~, a , p a j~j acts as the identity on the codespace by definition, and sinci: we have shown that CiopRf, preserves the codespace, (19) must preserve the codespace.
Such a code is optimal in the sense that it uses tlre smallest possible number of qubits required t o perform the ta?k of correct,ing a spontaneous eniissiorr error, as we know that the information stored in onr: unencoded qubit is destroyed by spontaneous ernisSiOll. 
Generalizations to n quhits
We will now demonstrate a simple wqubit codi: that corrects for sponkaneous emission errors only, while encoding 11-1 qubits. Both of the ahove calculations (jurnp a i d diffusion) generalize. The inaster equation is the same as (13), hut now the sum runs from 1 t o n . Aga,in we ncnd only a single stabilizer generator, namely ;Pn. The number of codewords is thus 2".-l, enabling n -I logical qubits lo be encoded. Since it uses only otic physical quhit in excess of the number of logical qubits, this is a.gain obviously an optimal code. First, we consider the jump case. ..4 spontaneous emission jump fulfills the error-correction condition ( I d ) . Therefore; there exists a unitary that will correct for the spontaneoos-emissii,n j u m p Additionally, it is easy to see by analogy with (18) that
H~-K j C X @ j --l y X @ n -3 (23)
3 protects against the nontrivial neemission evolution. 'l'herdorc thc codespace is protected Next., for a diffusive unraveling, we again choose q $ = -?r/2, as in Sec. 3.1. The same driving Hamiltonian (23) is again required, arid the feedhack operators generalizt: t,o pj =. f i ( p -l ' y 1 0 n -j +. ~0 j -l~, y @ n --j
' (24)
The niaskr equation becomes 4 One-qubit general measurement operators Thc form of 1.he above example strongly indicates that there is a nice generalization t o be obtained by considering stabilizer generators in more detail. In this section, we consider an arbitrary measurement operator operating on each qubit. We find the condition that the stabilizers of the codespace must satisfy and show that it is always possible t o find an optimal codespace (that is, one with a single stabilizer group generator) Different unravelings of the master equation (2) may be usefully parameterized by y. In Sec. 2.2, we have seen that a simple jump unraveling has y = 0, while the diffusive unraveling is characterized by 171 + CO We will now address the question of when a iinita.ry correction operator exists for arbitrary y, i.e., when a measurement, scheme with a, given y works to correct the error.
Consider a Hilbert space of n qubits with a sbahilizer group {SL}. Lct'us consider a single jump operator c acting on a single qubit. We may then write c in terms of Hcrmitian operators '4 and I3 ab:
,yT + A + ZB As long as this is satisfied, there is some feedback unitary e&" which will correct the error.
Normalization implies that when E does not occur; there may still be nontrivial evolution. In the continuous time paradigm, where one Kraus operator is
